
OK, time for the karaoke.. 



Climate is changing,
we’re all so sorry

We’ve burned so much 
fossil fuel

Fossil Fuel consumption since 1800



I study carbon
biogeochemistry

And links to Earth’s 
climate system



For instance in peatlands, 
which are all warming

What’s the fate of 
carbon stored there?

Peatland / n.  A wetland 
that has carbon-rich soil



I use chemistry
and fancy instruments

To study this big,
pressing question

Infrared 
Spectroscopy14C Preparatory 

Vacuum Lines

14C Accelerator Mass Spectrometry 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi9lv-HiNvkAhUrn-AKHTn9BVkQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=%2Furl%3Fsa%3Di%26source%3Dimages%26cd%3D%26ved%3D%26url%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.pelletron.com%252Fproducts%252Faccelerator-mass-spectrometry-ams-systems%252F%26psig%3DAOvVaw2aQs4D-MYlwoKTX3tpHNQl%26ust%3D1568919822127389&psig=AOvVaw2aQs4D-MYlwoKTX3tpHNQl&ust=1568919822127389


Nobody said it was easy, 
but we’ve gotta

figure it out



Nobody said it was easy,
Could that carbon 

get to the 
atmosphere?



Oh let’s go make some 
analyses



Peatlands are found 
all over the world, from 

Singapore to Siberia, from 
the Congo to Canada.

Locations of peat samples 
we have collected 



SCIENTISTS 
IN A PEATLAND 

SAMPLING 
A PEAT 
CORE

ME

VIAL
OF 

PEAT



I’ve been assembling
some numbers and figures

I just wrote an NSF
Collaborative Proposal



It’s about changes 
in latitude and altitude

And new peat analyses
we should do



One is Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy

to look at peat
molecular composition



The other is pyrolysis
with 14C dating

to quantify the age and 
reactivity of peat stores



Nobody said it was easy, 
but we’ve still got 

so much to find out



Nobody said it was easy, 
We just wanna know 

what’s in store



Oh let’s go make those
analyses



I am proposing to analyze 
a suite of modern peat 
samples that have been 
collected from all over the 
world, from the tropics to 
polar regions.

Swedish peatland

Borneo peatland



Q: How does climate affect the quality of peat 
and its ability to store carbon? 

 Comparing peats from a variety of latitudes and 
altitudes will allow us to better understand how 
peatlands will respond to climate change

 More juicy, easily decomposable molecules 
should be found in polar region peats, which are 
most vulnerable to change with warming



Data from FTIR 
Spectroscopy and Ramped 
Pyrolysis with 14C-dating will 
be analyzed in tandem to 
uniquely answer questions 
about the vulnerability of 
peat to decompose across a 
range of climates.

FTIR Spectroscopy

Ramped Pyrolysis



Thank You! Thanks to my co-PI’s: Jeff Chanton 
(FSU, EOAS) and Ann McNichol 
(WHOI)

This research is supported by a 
Diversity Postdoctoral Scholar Award 
from the Provost’s Office at FSU.

“The Scientist” by Coldplay Recording by: backtracks professional karaoke
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